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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY BOARD — APPOINTMENTS 
Statement by Minister for Environment 

MR A.P. JACOB (Ocean Reef — Minister for Environment) [12.05 pm]: I would like to inform the house 
that yesterday the deputy of the Administrator approved the reappointment of Ms Elizabeth Carr and the new 
appointment of Dr Tom Hatton to the Environmental Protection Authority board in accordance with section 7(2) 
of the Environmental Protection Act. Ms Carr and Dr Hatton have been appointed to a five-year term, joining 
chairman Dr Paul Vogel, deputy chair, Dr Robert Harvey and Mr Glen McLeod on the independent board that 
provides advice to government on the environmental sentiment of development proposals. Ms Elizabeth Carr has 
been a member of the board since 2011 and has more than 18 years’ board experience in the private, 
government, education and community sectors and has been integral in applying a strategic focus on 
organisational management within the EPA. 
Mr C.J. Tallentire interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Gosnells, I call you to order for the first time. 
Mr A.P. JACOB: Dr Tom Hatton recently retired as group executive of energy at the CSIRO and brings more 
than 25 years of national and international scientific research experience to the role. Dr Hatton has demonstrated 
a high level of integrity, commitment and professional competency as the current chair of the Marine Parks and 
Reserves Authority. 
I also acknowledge the services of Dr Rodney Lukatelich whose five-year term as a member of the 
Environmental Protection Authority will end on 17 November 2014. Ms Carr’s reappointment will come into 
effect on 4 October 2014 with Dr Hatton’s appointment commencing on 18 November 2014. I congratulate 
Ms Carr on her reappointment and Dr Hatton on his appointment to the Environmental Protection Authority 
board.  
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